
is that "ho shall smite the earth with the rod of his with, ant with

the breathoof his lips shall he slay the wicked!'. Paul tells the

Thessalozian Christians that this event is to be at the return of

Christ, and harts is still future, when he says: "And then shall that

Ificked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of

his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his amine (2 Theas#M)

John describes the some event with more detail in Revelation 19 and 20.

Re describes the coming of One who taint be Christ himself, for "his

name is called The &tord of God* (3943) at&t he is called "X1*) CT XV4GS,

Am mirn OP L(UDS9 (19:16) The identity with the event described

in Xsatah 11:4 and placed in the future by Paul in Thessalonians is

made certain by the statements in 19:15 that "out of his mouth jgoeth

a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations; and he shall

rule them with a. rod of iron" and in 19:21 that "the remnant were slain

with the sword of him that sat u-on the horse, which sword proceeded

out of his mouth". it is hard to think of a means by which John could

" have indicated more clearly the identity of that which he is now

describing with that daseribeI in Isaiah 11 and already clearly

designated. by Paul in 2 Thessalonions 2 as not to occur until the return

of the Lord. John iruasdiatily goes on to tell what is to follow

this event, and describes the ensuing plteit age in Revelation 20:l-6.

Here he shows that one of its outstanding char; cteristics is the tact

that Satan is to be bound and hence unable to continas to deceive the

nations. Also he satisfied our curiosity about a matter which the

Old. testament did not reveal: the length of the period. Six times in
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